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Territorial applicability of the GDPR

 Establishment in the EU – GDPR applicable to

• all processing activities in the context of the activities of the establishment

• regardless of whether the processing takes place in the EU

 No establishment in the EU – GDPR still applicable (Art 3 (2) GDPR) to

• the offering of goods or services in the EU, irrespective of whether provided 
against payment or free of charge

• the monitoring of the behaviour of data subjects as far as the behaviour 
takes place in the EU

Introduction
Basic concepts of the GDPR



Key obligations of GDPR 

 Requirement of a legal basis for any processing of personal data.

• Collection, storage, use, transfer, erasure, etc. (whole “lifecycle” of data)

• Legitimate interests to transfer data within a group explicitly acknowledged,
but still subject to review on a case-by-case basis.

 Obligation to provide information for persons whose data are processed.

 Obligation to notify supervisory authorities in case of personal data breaches.

 Obligation to enter into Data Processing Agreements with service providers.

 Obligation to document compliance, e.g. by records of processing activites.

 Obligation to implement technical and organisational measures (data security).

 Obligation to carry out data protection impact assessments in case of high risks.

Introduction
Basic concepts of the GDPR
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Background 

 European Court of Justice ruled on 16 July 2020 – (C-311/18 „Schrems II“).

 Activist Maximilian Schrems called for the Irish Data Protection Commissioner to
invalidate the SCCs used by Facebook Ireland Ltd. for transfering personal data to
the US. 

 Schrems argued that the data could be accessed by US intelligence agencies. 

 „Gamechanger“

Transfer of personal data to a third country
Schrems II
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Ruling

 EU-US-Privacy Shield is invalid. Cannot be the legal basis for data transfers.

 SCCs remain applicable and can be the basis for a third country transfer.

• However, no automatism for the legality of third-country transfers.

• Obligation of the companies ensure the actual compliance with the SCCs.

• legal situation in the country of destination is decisive (Clause 14, 15).

• Supplementary measurements may need to be developed (Clause 14, 15).

 Not only USA

 Relevance for Jurisdictions with adequacy decision (e.g. Japan, Israel)?

 Yes – for all Controller and/or Processor with „onward-transfer“ outside 
EU/EEA/Adequacy-Regime (e.g. Amazon US-Cloud) +

 irrespective whether or not Controller/Processor are already subject to GDPR 
according to Art 3 (1) or (2) GDPR (thus, comply already with SCC standards)

Transfer of personal data to a third country
Schrems II



SCC

 Publication in the Official Journal of the European Union on 7 June 2021

As of 27 September 2021: new SCCs must be used on any new transfer – 3-months 
period, Art. 4(2), (3) 

As of 27 December 2022: updating all existing SCCs to the new SCCs, as the 'old' 
SCCs C2P and C2C are repealed then – 18-months period, Art. 4(4) 

 Four modules with pre-formulated clauses adapted to the possible transfer 
constellations.

 Controller-Controller, Controller-Processor, Processor-Processor, Processor-
Controller.

 Partially universal clauses to be implemented in all modules/transfer 
constellations; partially optional clauses within the modules.

 Clause 14, 15 new SCCs to comply with Schrems II-ruling.

Transfer of personal data to a third country
SCC
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SCC – Key takeaways: 

Transfer of personal data to a third country
SCC
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1. Tight deadlines, see above, immediate action required

2. Schrems II ruling embedded: mandatory transfer impact assessment (TIA) re importer’s 
country laws meeting EU standards and additional measures (Step 3, Step 4). TIA 
documentation duty, clause 14 (d), authorities can (and will) request copy. 

3. The new SCC follow a “modular approach”: more flexible but also more difficult to use.

4. New scenarios “Processor-to-Processor” and “Processor-to-Controller” have been 
introduced. 

5. The new SCC include strict hierarchy and a liability clauses; difficult for data importers 
to limit their liability.



Cookies under GDPR

• Throughout its’ 88 pages, the GDPR only mentions cookies directly once, in Recital 30: “Natural persons may be associated with online identifiers provided by their devices,
applications, tools and protocols, such as internet protocol addresses, cookie identifiers or other identifiers such as radio frequency identification tags. This may leave traces which,
in particular when combined with unique identifiers and other information received by the servers, may be used to create profiles of the natural persons and identify them.”

• Cookies, if used to identify users, qualify as personal data and are therefore subject to the GDPR.

• Under the GDPR website operators have the right to process their users' data as long as they obtain consent or it is expressly allowed by law. Consent is only one of six legal bases
mentioned in the GDPR, the others are: contract, legal obligations, vital interests of the data subject, public interest and legitimate interest, Art. 6(1) GDPR.

Cookies under ePrivacy Directive

• The ePrivacy Directive was passed in the 2002 and amended in 2009. It has become known as the “cookie law” since its most notable effect was the proliferation of cookie-consent-
banner after it was passed. In Germany implemented 1.1.2021 in Sec 25 of the new Telecommunication and Telemedia Data Protection Act (TTDSG).

• The ePrivacy Directive´s eventual replacement, the ePrivacy Regulation, was supposed to be passed in 2018 at the same time as the GDPR came into force. The EU missed that
goal, but there are drafts of the document online, and it is scheduled to be finalized sometime this year even though there is no date for when it will be implemented.

Cookie compliance under the GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive

1. Receive users’ explicit consent before they use any cookies except strictly necessary cookies (essential for the web browser to technically function as intended). Consent can be
obtained either via a cookie-consent-banner or by deactivating non-technical cookies by default and later activating them by the user via the cookie settings (opt-in-method).

2. Provide accurate and specific information about the data each cookie tracks and its purpose in plain language before consent is received.

3. Document and store consent received from users.

4. Allow users to access the services even if the users refuse to allow the use of certain cookies.

5. Make it as easy for users to withdraw their consent as it was for them to give their consent in the first place.

New guideline of German Data Protection Authorities dated 20.12.2021 re Cookies will be 2022 benchmark (can provide engl copy if requested)

Cookies under GDPR and ePrivacy Directive
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GDPR Enforcement for non-compliance
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British Airways 

EUR 22,046,000

Insufficient technical and organisational
measures to ensure information 
security.

Cyber incident in which user traffic was 
being diverted to a fraudulant website. 
Personal data of costumers were 
compromised. The fine was first set to 
be GBP 183,390,000 but was lowered, 
because of the pandemic’s 
economic impact on British Airways.

H&M

EUR 35,258,708

Insufficient legal basis for data 
processing.

The company recorded private life 
circumstances of the employees. This 
also contained information on family 
problems and the employee’s religious 
beliefs. The information was used to 
evaluate work performance.

Deutsche Wohnen SE

EUR 14,500,000

Non-compliance with general data
processing principles.

Fine was first set to be EUR 14,500,000 
but the Berlin Regional Court dismissed
the fine due to procedural errors. 
Deutsche Wohnen SE used an archiving 
system for the storage of personal data of 
tenants that did not provide for the 
possibility of removing data that was no 
longer required.

1&1

EUR 9,550,000

Insufficient technical and organisational
measures to ensure information security.

A caller could obtain extensive information 
on personal customer data from the 
company's customer service department 
simply by entering a customer's name and 
date of birth. The fine was set to be EUR 
9,550,000 but the Bonn District Court 
reduced it to EUR 900,000.

Notebooksbilliger.de

EUR 10,400,000

Insufficient legal basis for data 
processing.

The company had video-monitored its 
employees for at least two years 
without having a legal basis for doing 
so. Among others, the cameras 
covered workplaces, sales areas, 
warehouses and recreation areas.

Google and Facebook for non-compliance 
with the French legislation on cookies 

(both decisions were issued on 
December, 31 2021). Google and 
Facebook were both sanctioned 

(respectively to a 150 million euros fine 
for Google and a 60 million euros fine for 

Facebook) 

Vodafone España, S.A.U.

EUR 8,150,000

Insufficient fulfilment of data subjects 
rights.

Fine composes of many different offences 
one of which is the processing of personal 
data in a third country (Peru) without due 
guarantees agreed between the controller 
and processor. Just for the unlawful data 
transfer the Spanish DPA  imposed a fine 
of EUR 2,000,000.
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Partner
Hamburg

Dr. Axel Frhr. von dem Bussche, LL.M. (L.S.E.)“Axel von dem Bussche is a data protection specialist, advising companies on complex implementation mandates. His expertise also 
includes cybersecurity as well as whistle-blower protection matters.” Chambers & Partners Europe 2020

“very experienced”, “top networked”, Competitors, JUVE 2019/2020

Highlighted as Best Lawyer for IT, Best Lawyers in Germany, Handelsblatt 2018-2020

Leading Individual, Legal 500 Germany 2019-2021

TOP Lawyer for Data Protection Law, WirtschaftsWoche 2019, 2020

“Axel Freiherr von dem Bussche is an ‘excellent IT lawyer’, praise peers.”, Who’s Who Legal 2020

One of the world’s leading Data Privacy and Protection and Information Technology lawyers, 
Who’s Who Legal 2018 - 2020

Recommended for information technology, data protection and media 
“one of the best, absolute strategist” ; “absolute expert in the industry”, JUVE 2018/2019

Especially highlighted for Privacy Law, Kanzleimonitor (BUJ) 2018/2019 

Axel von dem Bussche is a specialist lawyer for information technology law. He heads up the Technology, Media & Telecoms practice 
group and coordinates Taylor Wessing's international US Group for Germany. 

With his considerable years of experience and outstanding expertise, he routinely guides clients from the technology sector through 
complex international transactions, contract drafting and regulatory issues. Axel is an accomplished data protection and GDPR expert. He 
supports corporate groups with the transformation to digital and global business models and also conducts negotiations with the responsible 
regulatory authorities.

Languages 

 German, English, French
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